Digital Twin Consulting
Helping you enhance your world

What We Do

Our Consulting
Business
Today...
Building the bridge to your
digital future.
Tomorrow...
Your global integrated partner
enabling the leap into digital
transformation.

“Layering

tech

traditional

into

a

manufacturing

environment is exhilarating

Digital Twin Consulting comprises industry professionals with a passion for disruptive
technology. We believe that technology needs to serve business, not the other way
round. Context matters and understanding of industry and business challenges
combined with digital expertise leads to practical, implementable solutions, with a real
return on investment.
It is evident that successful digital transformations have strong endorsement and
involvement from Senior Management which is why our Consulting division capability is
to work with Executive Teams to both craft and implement digital strategies that meet
short, medium and long term objectives.
We have a strong focus on implementation and results, and recognise the significant
change effort required to sustain the process. We find that a controlled implementation
with involvement from Operations delivers the best outcomes. We prescribe to longer
term relationships and partner with clients that recognise the efforts required to
sustain the disruption of digital transformation.

Digital Twin's Engagement Model

Consulting Service Offerings

because you know you are
going to see your world
through a new lens, but
finding the right partner
that appreciates culture,
has

the

intelligence

emotional
to

leverage

what has worked well and
make it more dynamic is
truly unique. The value we
have been able to unlock
together is so powerful!”
- Ed Colle, CEO of Belgotex,
Client
of
Digital
Twin
Consulting

Digital Twin Consulting leverages our in-house Technologies division in partnership
with various fit-for-purpose solution providers to ensure that the latest available
innovations are considered to solve industry specific opportunities. The Digital Twin
Technologies team specialises in IIoT edge devices and sensors, Software as a Service
(SaaS), and technical skills that assist in planning and designing an organisation's
digital migration strategy.

Digital Twin Consulting
Methodologies

“You can’t go
back and change
the beginning,
but you can start
where you are
and change the
ending.”

Industry specific Digital
Maturity assessments
Digital Strategy
Digital Supply Chains

C.S. Lewis

Smart Operations
The Digital Energy Portfolio
Automation for
e-commerce

Breaking down the hierarchical flow of data allows for real-time data across the
value chain. We enable organisations to see beyond what was originaly thought to
be transparent information. Data visibility creates a new structure and culture
across the business, driving better decision making at the source, ahead of critical
failure.

Enabled safety, health and
compliance
The Digital Work Flow

Digital Twin's Business Value Framework

Integration with ERP
Analytics using Power BI
Digitally enabled improvement
processes
The Digital Project Management
Office (PMO)
Change Management

"Digital is the main reason just
over half the companies on the
Fortune 500 have disappeared
since the year 2000."
- Pierre
Accenture

Nanterme,

CEO

of

Business Outcomes
Impacted Processes
Why Digital Twin Consulting?

Head Office: +27 11 958 2529
Contact Us:

sales@digitaltwin.digital

Address:

Head Office:
33,34 & 48 Willowbrook
Office Park, Van Hoof
Street Ruimsig
Cape Town Office:
Unit 14, Eden on the Bay
Mall, Cnr Sir David Baird
and Otto Du Plessis
Drive, Bloubergstrand

Website:

www.digitaltwin.digital

We bridge smart technologies to industry specific focus areas in the most cost
effective manner with proven ROI.
Our advisory and fulfilment services in these industry specific focus areas to
ensure achievement of co-created objectives.
Our partnered approach ensures accountability and ownership all the way along
your journey. Let’s start the journey to digital transformation together.

